ABSTRACT SUBMISSION GUIDELINES

1. Abstracts submitted should reflect the original work of the author(s) and have not been presented before.

2. If you submit more than one paper (as primary author), please complete separate abstract form for each presentation.

3. At least ONE of the authors must register with the conference and present the paper.

4. Abstracts can be written in ENGLISH, TRADITIONAL CHINESE or SIMPLIFIED CHINESE. The length of abstract should be no more than 250 WORDS in English and no more than 300 WORDS in Chinese.

5. Oral presentation will be ENGLISH or PUTONGHUA depending on the arrangement of the session. Time limit for each presentation will be around 15 minutes.

6. NO references, figures, charts or tables should be included in the abstract form.

7. Please complete and submit the abstract form to sw-sdcge@hkbu.edu.hk on or before 15 November 2013. Paper copies will NOT be accepted.

-End-